
ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT OF THE PETRA PAPYRI 

Figure 1. Ground plan of the existing remains of the 
Petra Church; the papyri were found in the room at 

upper left (Room I) 

The Petra papyri were discovered in December 1993, 
in a room (Room I) adjacent to the Byzantine church 
excavated by the American Center of Oriental Research 
(ACOR). The excavation of the papyri was carried out 
by conservator Catherine Valentour, assisted by archae-
ologists Deborah Kooring and Zbigniew T. Fiema, and 
assistant conservator Naif Zaban, as well as Glen L. Pe-
terman, then ACOR Assistant Director, and several ex-
perienced excavators from among the Bedul of Umm 
Sayhun. 

The Petra papyri are the largest corpus of ancient 
texts ever found in Jordan and, as contrasted with many 
papyrus archives from Egypt and the Near East, they pos-
sess a fully documented archaeological context. 1 The 
closest parallel to the Petra papyri, both spatially and 
temporally, are the 6th-7th century papyri found in the 
Negev town of Nessana (Nitzana/ Auja al-Hafir. 2 

In Phase III (A.D. 363 to the mid-5th century) of the 
site, Room I was a bedroom in a larger residential block. 
With the incorporation of that block into the newly built 
church complex at the beginning of Phase IV Oater 5th 
century), Room I would probably have become a "strong 
room" or storage room for items related to the liturgy or 
otherwise owned by the church. Probably, the storage 
of documents was among the last uses of the room, cer-
tainly before the fire which destroyed the church and 
carbonized the papyri; the fire is dated by the archaeo-

\ logical record to the beginning of the 7th century. It is 
not at all likely that Room I functioned as a scriptorium. 
Specific furniture and objects characteristic of a 
scriptorium, such as tables and inkwells, were not found. 
The lack of adequate windows for light and restricted 
accessibility to the room itself would largely prohibit its 
use as a working place for a scribe. 

The lowermost deposits (loci 12A, 12B and 12), lo-
cated directly on the flagstone floor of the room, con-

1. For a detailed analysis of the archaeological context of the dis-
covery, see Fiema, Archaeological Context. This is a summary of 
that article. 

2. Kraemer, Excavations, 3-5. The excavation reports from Nessana 
admit a certain confusion, and present a rather sketchy descrip-
tion of the archaeological recovery of the papyri. 
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)B?XQ6e��e,LLHe*�eH0BKe56NLVBWeL7eN0N^QB�eDL3XVe��&�eXNN6Qe
E67W�e DL3XVe��$�e 36KW6Qe

W0BJeWA6e56VWQX4WBLJe562QBV#e 40Q1LJB`65eN0O^QB�e 4A0Q3L0FeOB636V�e
0VA�e 2QLC6Je 8YQJBWXQ6�e \0FFe NF0VW6Qe 8F0C6Ve 0J5e2XQJWe QLL8e 6F6a
I6JWV�e.A6e4LI1BJ65e56OWAeL8e0FFe8BQ6�Q6F0W65e56NLVBWV�e BJ3FY5a
BJ?eFL4XVe���WA6e4LFG0NV6eL8eWA6eVWLK6eO0Z6H6JWeL8eWA6eYOO6Qe
8FLLR�Q603A65e 30�e ���eH�e.A0W�e BJeWXQJ�e \0Ve4LZ6Q65e2^eH0W6a
QB0Fe>LHeVX2V6PX6JWe4LFF0OV6VeL8eWA6e\0FFVeL8eWA6eQLLHe0J5e2^e
J0WXQ0Fe 56NLVBWV�e =Qe 0e WLW0Fe L8e 0FILVWe �� e IeL8e VWLJ6e 0J5e VLBFe
56NLVBWVeLZ6QeWA6e40Q2LJB`65eN0O^QB�e

%Ve0eQ6VXFWeL8eWA6e6]WQ6H6F^eAB?AeW6HO6Q0WXQ6e\AB4Ae044LHa
O0JB65e WA6e 8BQ6�e WA6eN0O^QBe BJe -LLHe*e XK56Q\6JWe0e 40Q2LJB`0a
WBLJeOQL46VVeQ0WA6QeWA0Je0e5BQ64We2XSJBK@�e%ON0S6JWF^�e WA6eA60We
2XBFWe XOe BJVB56e WA6e QLLIe 0J5e Q604A65e0e F6Z6Fe AB@Ae 6JLY?Ae WLe
OQL5X46e0e �8F0VALZ6Q��e.A0We56VWQL_65eWA6e;0HH02F6eH0W6QB0FVe
BKe WA6e QLLI�e *We BVe FBC6E^e WA0We VLH6e N0N^QBe\6Q6e2XQJ65e WLe 0VAe
0J5eWAXVe5B5eJLWeVXUBZ6�e.A6e04WX0FeNQ6V6T[0WBLJeL8eWA6eQ6I0BJa
BJ@eN0N^QBeBVe0FVLeQ6F0W65eWLeWA6e4LHOLVBWBLJeL8eWA6eTLLH�Ve36BFa
BJ@�e W^NB30FeL8e WA6eZ6QJ04XF0Qe 0Q3ABW64WXQ6eL8e WA0We WBH6eN6QBL5�e
'F0_6^eVLBFeHB]65e\BWAeQ665Ve0K5eW\B@Ve9BFF65eXNeWA6eBJW6QVWB46Ve

)B?XQ6e��e,LLHe*�eVH0DD6Qe56NLVBWeL7eN0N^QBe
16<Q6e6]30Z0WBLJe

26W\66Je WA6e \LL56Je
260HVe L8e WA6e 46BDBJ@�e
V60FBJ@e WA0We 4LJVWQY4a
WBLJ�e .A6Je 0e D0_6Qe L8e
ILQW0Qe02LZ6eWA6e4F0^e
7MQH65e WA6e 2655BJ?e
8MQe WA6e VWLJ6e N0[6a
I6JWe L8e WA6e XON6Qe
;LLQ�e(YQBJ@e WA6e 8BQ6�e
0J5eVBHYFW0J6LYVe\BWAe
WA6e 2XQJBJ@e L8e WA6e
260IV�eWA6e4F0^6^eVLBF�e
WA6eILQW0Q�e 0J5e;0C6Ve
L8e\0FFe NF0VW6Qe 0FFe :FFe
5L\JeYOLJeWA6eN0N^a
QYVe QLFFV�e .AYV�e 0e
20C65e 4QXVWe \0Ve
8MQI65e L[6Qe 0J5e
0ILJ@e WA6e WB@AWF^e
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 C?ZS1e�e%MMIe"e\C1^1.e7SMIeXA1eWMZXAe

 C?ZS1e�e%MMIe "e\C1^1.e 7SMIeXA1eKMSXA^1WXe

 C?ZS1e�e%MMIe"e\C1^0.e<MIeXA0e1*WXe

SNGG1/eQ*QaSCe_BC-AeQS1]1KY1/eYB1CSeYNY*GeCL-CL1S*c

XDNLe/Z1eXNe*eG*-EeN3eN`a@1Le

'A1eJ*CKe /1QNWCYe N3e XB1e Q*QaSCe �HN-ZWe �����e
� /1WC@L*Y1/e DKe YB1e 3C1G/e *We $*QaSCe �	)�e _*W

:ZL/e CLe *e WQ*-1e -*e ��eJe GNL@e *L/e -*e ���e J

_C/1�e GM-*Y1/e*GNL@eYB0e_1WY1SKe_*GGeN3eYB1eTNOJ

�!C@We�
��e'BS11e/CWXCL-Ye-GZWX1SWeN3eQ*QaSCe-NZG/

,1e S1-N@LCb1/�e YB1eLNSYB1SL�e -1LYU*G�e *L/e WNZYBc

1SLe-G[WY1SWe(BCG1eYA1eLNVYB2SLe*L/eWNZYB2SLe-GZWc

Y1SWe,0-*J1e-*S,NLCb1/e,*WC-*HGae ��� ������C1�e CK
YB1eQG*-1eN3eYB1CSeNSC@CL*GeWYNS*@1��e YB1eQ*QaSCeN4

YB1e-1LYS*Ge -GZWX1SeJ*aeB*]1eNSC@CK*GGae,1GNL@1.

YNe YB1e LNSYB1SLe -GZWX1Se 'B0e LNSYB1SLe-HZWY1Se N-c

-ZQC1.e XB1e S1WYSC-X1.eWQ*-1e,1X_11LeYB1e_1WX1SL

_*GGeN3eXA1eSNNJe*K.eYB1e_1WY1SLJNWYeQCG*WY1SeNL

YA1eLNVXB1SKe_*GGe'B1eQ*SXC-[G*SGae/1LW1e*L/eXC@BX

-GZWX1SeN3e-B*S-N*He*L/eQ*QaSCeYB1S2eCK/C-*X1WeYB*Y

XB1S1e_*WeQSN,*,Gae*eWB1G\1/e �,NNE-*W1�e GN-*Y1/

CLeYBDWeS1-2WWe'B1e-NLW1V]*YCNLeN3eWNJ1eQ*QaSCeS1c

]1*G1/e*eJZGYCQG1�G1\1Ge*--ZJZG*YCNKeN3eBNSCbNL�

�e X*�e-B*S-N*HeQC1-1We�WB1G]1W�eCKY1SWQ1SW1/e_CYAeCLc

/C]C/Z*GeQ*QaSZWeSNGGWeNSeSNGGe=*@J1KYWe'B1e,NNEc

-*W1e-*[@BYeNKe8S1e*L/e -NGG*QW1/�e Q*SXC*GGae WQCGGc

CL@eYB1e-NLX1LYWeN3eXB1e[QQ1SeWB1G]1WeCLYNeXB1e*S1*e

_B1S0eYB1e-1LYS*Ge-GZWX0Se_*We3PSJ1/e&NJ1e-B*Sc

-N*Ge QC1-0We �WX*\1W�e 3CGG1XW�e S1-N]1S1/e 3SNJe XB1e

LNSYB1SLe-GZWY1SeCL/C-*Y1eYB*YeWNJ1eWNVYeN3e_NN/1Le

-NKY*CL1SWe _1S1e ZW1/e YNe WYNS1e Q*QaSDe NLe YB1e

WB1G\1We'B1W1e-NKY*CL1SWe_NZG/eB*]1eS*L@1/e>NJe

WJ*GGe *K/e /1GC-*X1e S2-Y*L@ZG*Se ,N`1We YNe 1RZ*GHae

WI*GGe ,ZXe SNZK/1/�e ,*SS1GdGCF1e -*WEWe NSe ,[-E1XWe

�GWN�e-NLWCWX1LYe_CYAeYB1eJ*LL1SeN3eWXNS*@1eN3eQ*c

QaSZWe SNGGWe CLe *LYCRZCXa�e YB1e 1`-*\*XCNKWe *L/e XB1e

-NLW2S]*YCNKe QSN-1WWe B*]1e aC1G/1/e W*JQG1We N3e

WXSCK@We*L/eX1`YCG0e_S*QQCK@e:SeXB0eSNGGW�e*GGeYNY*GGae

-*S,NKCb1/e'C@BYGae SNGG1/eQ*QaSCe_0S1e YC1/e_CYBe

*e Y2`YCG1eNSeQ*QaS[W�J*.1eWYSCL@e *Ye XB1e -1KY1Se N3e

YB0CSeG0L@YB�e*L/eYB1L�e*YeG1*WYeWNJ1eN3eYB2Je_1S0e

1L-*W1/eCLeY1`YCG1e �WG11]1W�e

#NeQ*YY1SLe-NZG/e,1e/CW-1SL1/eCLeYA1e/CWXSC,[�

YCNLeN3eYB1e-0KYS*Ge-GZWY1S�e,*WC-*GGa�e CYe-NLWCWX1/eN4e-A*NYC-eA1*QWeWN[YBeN3eYB1eLNSYB1SLe-GZWY1Se�[YeYB1eWNZYB1SLe

-GZWY1Se:SJ1/e*eXC@AYe*L.eWQ*XC*GGae_1GG�/13DL1/e/0QNWCX�e CYWeJ*CLeQ*SXeN--ZQC1/e*eWQ*-1e-*�e��eJeGNL@e*L/e����e

Je_C/0e#NeWB1G6GCF1e^NN/1Ke,N*S/We^1S1eS1-N\1S1/e,ZYeWX*\1WeNSe5CGG1XWe_BC-BeJC@BYeB*\1e,2GNL@1/eYNe_NN/1Le

-NLY*CL1SWe_1S0e:[L/e YB0S1e�QQ*S2LXGa�e YB1eQ*QaSCe N3e XB0e WNZYB1SLe -G[WY1Se_1S1e -*S,NLCb0/e ��� ������ WNJ1e CLe

-NLY*CL2SW�e NXB0SWeQSN,*,Gae/CS1-YGaeNLe YB1eWYNL1e3GNNSe

�eWJ*GG1Se/1QNWCYeN3e-*S,NLCb1/eQ*QaSCe_*We;ZK/e DKeYB1e+S1*e,1Y_11LeYB1e_1WX1SLe*L/eYB1e-1LYS*GeQCG*WY1SWe

,[CGYe*@*CLWXeYB1eWNZXB0SLe_*GGeN3eYB2eSNNJe�!C@We�
���e'_NeWYNL1eWB1G]0WeB*/e,11LeCLW1SY1/e,1Y_11LeYB1eQCG*Wc

Y1SWe�NYBeWB1G]0We,SNE1e*L/e-NGG*QW1/eNLeXB1e9NNSe,1X_10KeYB1eQCG*WY1SW�e:SJCL@e*e/1QNWCXe�GN-ZWe ����e-*e���e

JeYBC-Fe&1]1S*GeWZ,WX*KYC*GGaeWJ*WB1/eQ*QaSZWeSNGGWe_1S1eGN-*X0/e*JNL@eYB1e=*@J1LYWeN3eYB1eWB1G3�e 1J,1//1/e



8 THE PETRA PAPYRI I 

at various angles in the matrix. The state of preservation of this deposit of papyrus rolls, designated in the field 
as Scrolls A-1, was exceedingly poor. 

In addition to papyrus documents, the lowermost strata inside Room I provided a great variety of objects 
related to furnishing and furniture. These included: containers for storage, such as wooden boxes or chests (other 
than those directly related to the papyri); glass inlay pieces; and iron and bronze objects such as lock and key-
plates and lock mechanisms. Apparently, there was at least one wooden coffer or chest inside Room I which had 
a lock-and-key mechanism. Combining all the data (including charcoal), it appears that the chest or coffer would 
have been sizable, ornately decorated, and well-secured by a lock. This may imply that, in addition to the papy-
rus rolls, Room I was also used for storing items of value (cash, precious stones, liturgical objects?). 

Quantities of glass fragments were also collected from the fire-related strata. The majority of these were hanging 
lamps, both of hollow-stemmed and handled-bowl types. Both types are generally dated from the 4th to the 6th 
centuries A.O., although an early 7th century date is also possible. Parts of shallow glass bowls and goblets or 
flasks were also recovered. Practically no pottery was found in the lowermost strata. It is thus certain that the 
rolls not deposited upon the shelves were not stored in ceramic jars, as were the documents of Qumran, Wadi 
Murabba'at caves, or some archives from Egypt. 5 

From an archaeological standpoint, the manner of the papyrus deposition in Room I should somehow reflect 
the storage nature of the entire papyrus find. Generally, the deposition manner does not resemble a situation in 
which the documents were periodically and systematically filed, although it is also probable that the depositional 
pattern could have been partially disturbed after the fire. The papyri were not the only items stored in the room 
nor were they necessarily the most important ones. The intrasite spatial organization in the room appears some-
what haphazard in character. Room I does not seem to have been a much frequented place. The pattern of the 
main deposit of papyri may, in fact, represent a rather careless deposition or a reorganization-in-progress, per-
haps never fully accomplished. After all, the location of the southern cluster of papyri directly on the floor, even 
if in wooden containers, is neither a practical nor safe way of storing important documents, perhaps reflecting 
relative neglect and an intentional lack of concern. However, the papyrus documents were apparently still of 
some significance, although not in active use and not subjected to periodical filing. It is probable that the papyri 
were deposited in Room I in a single episode. This manner of storage and the nature of the entire papyrus find 
much resembles that of the papyrus archive at Nessana. 4 

Z. T. FIEMA 

3. Posner, Archives, 158-59. 
4. Kraemer, Excavations, 4. 
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